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There are some people that are destined for greatness, and then there are people like Taras Lesko who are apparently destined to build progressively larger Gundam models out of paper. In 2010, he constructed a rather impressive four-foot model of
the Freedom Gundam. With nowhere to go but upward, he tackled a model nearly twice as big. Standing at seven feet, his Gundam Mk-2 weighs 10 pounds, has 1,250 individual parts, and is comprised of 720 pages of paper. There are some people that

are destined for greatness, and then there are people likeTaras Lesko who are apparently destined to build progressively larger Gundam models out of paper. In 2010, he constructed a rather impressive four-foot model of the Freedom Gundam. With
nowhere to go but upward, he tackled a model nearly twice as big. Standing at seven feet, his Gundam Mk-2 weighs 10 pounds, has 1,250 individual parts, and is comprised of 720 pages of paper. PRODUCT FILE LINKS ARE SENT TO THE EMAIL YOU USED
AT CHECKOUT.IF YOU DON'T SEE THE RECEIPT EMAIL WITH DOWNLOAD LINKS, CHECK YOUR JUNK MAIL FOLDER.FILES INCLUDED WILL BE:-PEPAKURA FILES: IN.PDO OR.ZIP FILE (DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF FILE INCLUDED WITH PRODUCT LISTING) After
burning his 4FT Freedom Gundam papercraft in 2010, Taras Lesko aka visualspicer was determined to create a bigger and better replacement. This 7FT Gundam Mk-2 papercraft became the result of his goal, made up of 1250 parts on 720 pages, for a

total paper weight of 10lb (4.5kg).
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after burning his 4ft freedom gundam papercraft in 2010, taras lesko aka visualspicer was
determined to create a bigger and better replacement. this 7ft gundam mk-2 papercraft became the

result of his goal, made up of 1250 parts on 720 pages, for a total paper weight of 10lb (4.5kg).
**note: do not use your phone to download files. use a pc**using these templates requires pepakura
designer software and knowledge on how to use it. files are in.pdo format.you will need to scale each
pepakura file accordingly to your own body specific proportions.current scale is only set as a guide

marker.**note - pepakura video tutorialon how to get started with foam cosplay building and
pepakura desginer software can be found below: product file links are sent to the email you used at

checkout.if you don't see the receipt email with download links, check your junk mail folder.files
included will be:-pepakura files: in.pdo or.zip file (depending on the type of file included with product
listing) the gundam mk-2 was designed and built with a simple goal in mind: for a model to be built

that would go beyond the scope of a typical paper model. while the gundam mk-2 is structurally
sound, it is far from smooth. taras estimates the model will be able to stand for roughly two years.
he has not yet begun work on a gundam mk-3, but expects that one will surpass the gundam mk-2

by a substantial margin. 5ec8ef588b
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